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Chapter 80 Bold Selfie

Summary

Garry sat at the edge of the pool and watched Frieda swim in the clear water.com

easily in the pool.

After swimming a few laps, Frieda emerged from the water showing her flawless beauty wearing a swimsuit and taking deep breaths. .

But this time, Celia had no choice but to answer the phone because Kiley had called countless times. time.

Celia remembers that the last time they tried to trick Garry at the Flower Bar, she ended up paying for the other half. of the invoice.

The midday sun is softer than the midday sun.

"It's Garry! The gentle rays are warm and silvery in the swimming pool.
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Garry laughed and asked, "Frieda, you're a good swimmer mer.

"Who is that?

**********************

`Kiley, what's going on?` Celia asked icily.

Celia remembered that the last time they tried to trick Garry at the Flower Bar, 
she ended up paying for the remaining

half of the bill.

No one else contributed nor mentioned footing the bill.

For that reason alone, she wanted to distance herself from Kiley.

But this time, Celia had no choice but to answer the phone because Kiley had called countless times.

`Do you know who I saw at the Cloud Amusement Park?` asked Kiley.

`Who was it?` Celia asked impatiently.

`It was Garry! It's that leech who invited us to th Read full chapter appily in the swimming pool.

The afternoon sunshine was mild compared to the noon heat.

The gentle rays of sunshine were warm and gave off a silvery reflection in the swimming pool.

Garry sat at the edge of the swimming pool and watched Frieda swimming in the clear water.

She was light and beautiful, like a graceful mermaid living in the sea.

After swimming a few laps, Frieda emerged out of the water boasting her
 perfect swimsuit figure and took a deep

breath.

Garry asked with a smile, `Frieda, you are such a good swimmer.

Were you in the swimming team?`.
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